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The Study on Ecology Philosophy in Capital 
II 
Abstract 
As one of the most significant works of Marx, Capital reflects deep 
philosophical thoughts. This article makes systematic analysis on the ecology 
philosophy reflected in Capital through deep research on the original work and 
relevant documents, so as to make the forward-looking thoughts reconcile with the 
current society. This article consists of five Chapters: 
Chapter I, society is the realized essential unity between humans and nature. 
Marx refers in Capital to the natural reality which includes the social and historical 
evolution of humans themselves, whereby humans are social existings highly relevant 
to nature. Society is the unity between humans and nature. The development history 
of humans is actually the development process of both humans and nature which 
interacts on each other simultaneously. 
Chapter 2, labor is the material transformation vector between humans and 
nature. The material transformation process between humans and nature is the 
premise of living and developments of human beings. Such process should also be the 
essence of the relations between humans and nature. Labor is the process that humans 
cause, adjust and control the material transformation between humans themselves and 
nature by the activities of humans themselves. It is the eternal natural condition of 
human living. 
Chapter 3 analyzes the reasons for the alienation of material transformation 
process in the capitalist society, which include capital accumulation, the captialist 
mode of production and private ownership of means of production. Such alienation 
leads to the sharp confrontation between human and nature and even among humans 
themselves, which finally causes serious ecology crisis. 
Chapter 4 focuses on the core of ecology philosophy in Capital——adjustment 
and control theory, of which the highly developed productive forces is the material 
premise and public ownership of means of production is the social precondition. The 
dominant factor is the man’s initiative and dynamic role. In addition, the theory 
adheres to two principles——Consumption of Minimum Energy and Most Adaptable 
to Human Nature. 















Capital——cyclic economy theory and sustainable development theory. Sustainable 
development theory mainly address the sustainable use of resources and social justice. 
Upon discussion of the economical use of constant capital and different approaches to 
this aim, the sustainable development theory induces“resources——products——use 
of waste——products”mode of economic development, which is compatible with 
cyclic economy mode. 
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